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Abstract 
Finite monogenerated groupoids G satisfying the left distributive law x. (y . z) = (x . y). (x z) 
are studied. They are shown to reduce over qG = {(a,b) E G’; ca = cb for all c E G} and 
pc = {(a,b) E G2; UC = bc for all c E G} to a groupoid isomorphic to Ak = Ak(*), k > 0. 
(Ak is the unique left distributive groupoid on { 1,. . , 2k} with a * 1 E a + 1 mod 2k for every 
1 < u 5 2k.) G N Ak is proved to hold whenever b H a b equals idc for some a E G. 
We describe all cases when G = Ga U {b} for some a, b E G, and all cases when there exists 
a binary operation o on G such that G(.,o) satisfies the axioms of left distributive algebras. 
@ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: Primary 20N02; secondary 08A05 
Introduction 
A binary system satisfying x. (y .z) = (x ’ y) . (x .z) will be called a left distributive 
groupid (or an LD-groupoid). 
Idempotent LD-groupoids have applications in groups, geometry and knot theory, 
and as such they have been an object of an occasional study for quite a long time 
[8, 131. Kepka seems to have been the first who considered also the non-idempotent 
case [9]. 
The importance of LD-groupoids with one generator has become apparent only in 
recent years. The fascinating connection between a free monogenerated LD-groupoid 
& and huge cardinals [ 1 l] has initiated an intensive study, which led to the discovery 
of a faithful realization of &d within the braid group B, [5, lo]. 
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For every k > 0 there exists a finite factor of .s4 on { 1,. . . ,2k} determined by 
i * 1 E i + 1 mod 2k, 1 < i 5 2k. These groupoids have been invented by Laver [12] 
and they are usually denoted Ak = Ak(*). 
For a groupoid G and an element a E G define ali1 and ~~1~1, i > 1, by ati1 = a = al11 
and u[i+ll = uulil, ali+il = ~[;]a. Then llzk+il = 1 is a defining relation for Ak, k > 0 [7]. 
It is not known whether for every m 2 1 there exists k 2 1 such that llml # 2k 
in Ak. The status of this problem is rather curious - Laver [12] gave an affirmative 
solution based upon the existence of a non-trivial set-theoretical elementary embedding 
(assuming thus the existence of huge cardinal numbers), and Dougherty and Jech [6] 
have proven that there is no solution within primitive recursive arithmetic. 
The aim of this paper is to show that except for Ak, k > 0, there are no essentially 
different finite monogenerated LD-groupoids. 
Let G be a finite LD-groupoid with one generator. If G is iteratively factorized over 
the congruence qG (3.5), then the equivalence po becomes a congruence (3.1), and 
by factorizing over po one obtains a groupoid isomorphic to Ak (see Section 3 for 
definitions and details). 
By L, = L,G denote the left translation L, : G + G, L,(b) = ub for all b E G. 
Similarly, R, : G -+ G denotes the right translation. We show (Theorem 2.6) that every 
monogenerated finite LD-groupoid G with L, = ido for some a E G is isomorphic to 
Ak, k 2 0. Note that L, = ido if and only if ug = g for a generator g E G. 
The groupoids G isomorphic to Ak, k 2 0, are the only monogenerated finite LD- 
groupoids, in which Gu = G holds for some a E G. In this paper we describe all 
finite monogenerated LD-groupoids, where G = Gu U {b} for some a, b E G (see 
Theorem 6.5 and Proposition 6.8). 
The groupoids Ak can be equipped with an additional binary operation o [4, 61 so 
that Pk = Ak(*, 0) satisfies 
u o (b o c) = (a o b) o c, 
(a o b) * c = a * (b * c), 
a o b = (a * b) o a, 
a * (b o c) = (a * b) o (a * c). 
Section 7 contains a description of all finite monogenerated LD-groupoids G(.), for 
which a binary operation o can be defined in such a way that the above equations get 
fulfilled. 
An algebra G(.,o) fulfilling these laws will be called a left distributive algebra [4]. 
(We alternate between * and . in the notation of the left distributive binary operation, 
using * when the underlying set is a subset of (0, 1,2,. . .}.) 
Birkenmeier was probably the first who systematically studied monogenerated LD- 
groupoids (he worked, in fact, with right distributive groupoids). In [2] he described 
all LD-groupoids G generated by such a g E G that G = {gLil; i 2 1). 
Sesboiit investigated finite LD-groupoids G generated by an element g E G and 
satisfying the property G = {gril; i > 1). He described a wide class of such groupoids 
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[15, 141, and conjectured that no other groupoids of this kind exist. Results of Section 
6 confirm his conjecture (see Remark 6.7). 
Sesboiit seems to have been the first who observed the importance of right constants 
for the structure of finite LD-groupoids, and Proposition 2.10 can be traced back to 
his work. Moreover, he has amassed a lot of experimental data. These data have been 
crucial for the present author’s progress. 
In Section 5 we construct a class of LD-groupoids that is later shown to cover 
all finite LD-groupoids investigated in Sections 6 and 7. One can expect that there 
exists a more general construction, possibly leading to a characterization of all finite 
monogenerated LD-groupoids. 
The reader is expected to be familiar with the most basic properties of the groupoids 
Ak. Section 1 of [7] contains all necessary material. The operations * and o of Pk will 
be denoted *k and Ok, respectively. 
1. Endomorphisms and powers 
By a binary term we shall understand a binary term in one variable, say X. For a 
binary term t define its depth d(t) by d(x) = 1 and d(uv) = 1 + max{d(u),d(v)}. 
Lemma 1.1. Let G be an LD-groupoid generated by g E G. Then {L,; a E G}U{idc} 
generates End(G), and for every h E G there exists an endomorphism cp E End(G) 
with q(g) = h. 
Proof. Each endomorphism q E End(G) is determined by the image of g. Thus, it is 
enough to show that for every h E G with h # g, one can compose left translations 
so that g gets mapped to h. Let h = t(g) and proceed by induction over the depth 
d(t) of a binary term t. If t = uv and cp maps g to v(g), then L,(,)cp maps g to 
t(g) = h. 0 
Lemma 1.2 (Dehornoy [3] and Dougherty and Jech [6]). Let G be an LD-groupoid 
and let t be a binary term. Then t(g)g rk] = grk+‘] for any k 2 d(t), g E G. 
Proof. By a double induction over k and d(t). We have ggLkl = glk+‘l and (u(g).v(g)). 
g’k’ = (u(g) . v(g)). (u(g). g’k-‘I) = u(g) . (v(g) . glk-‘I) = u(g) . glkl = g’kf’l. cl 
Lemma 1.3. Let G be an LD-groupoid, g E G and let i, j > 1 be integers. Then 
(g[‘l)M = g[‘+j-ll. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 and induction over j. 0 
Call a E G a right constant, if R, is a constant mapping. As has been observed by 
Sesboiie [15, 141, 1.2 implies that every finite monogenerated LD-groupoid contains at 
least one right constant. 
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fur idempotent right constant is called a right zero. 
Foreveryn>ldefineagroupoidon{1,2,...,n}byi*j~j+lmodn,l~i, j<n, 
and denote it by Cycl(n). Such a groupoid satisfies the left distributive law and each 
its element is a generator and a right constant. Every simple finite LD-groupoid is 
either idempotent [8], or isomorphic to Ai or to Cycl(p), p a prime, or isomorphic to 
a ‘hybrid’ groupoid on three elements [9]. 
The following proposition shows that in the finite case the powers g[‘] form, for i big 
enough, a subgroupoid isomorphic to Cycl(n). This observation has many consequences 
and will be often applied in the subsequent text. 
Proposition 1.4. Let G be an LD-groupoid generated by g E G, and let g[‘] = g[jl 
forsome j > i> 1. 
(i) There exist unique integers p > 0 and q 2 1 such that 
(a) gbfq+lI = g[P+lI and 
(b) for every k > 1 one has g[‘) = g[‘] for exactly one i with 1 5 i < p + q. - 
(ii) For every h E G there exists exactly one j, 0 5 j < q, such that h[J’+‘] = 
g[p+j+il for all i > 1. 
(iii) 2 = {glpfil; 1 < i < q} is a left ideal of G. Every element of 2 is a right 
constant and i H g[J’+‘l’ - ts an isomorphism of CycE(q) upon Z. 
(iv) Z equals to the intersection of all non-empty subgroupoids of G. 
(v) a H ack] is a homomorphism of G onto Z for every integer k > p. 
Proof. To verify (i), consider the right translation R,. By (i) we have g[J’+‘l = glP+‘+~] 
for all i, k 2 1. Thus, by Lemma 1.2, h . g Nil = g[J’+‘+‘l holds for all h E G, i > 1. 
As g[P+4+‘l = g[P+‘l we see that Z is a left ideal and i H g[P+‘] an isomorphism of 
Cycl(n) upon Z. By ‘Lemma 1.1, for every h E G there exist al,. . . ,ak E G, k > 0 with 
L (I, . . . Lak(g) = h. We shall prove (ii) by an induction over k. The case k = 0 is clear; 
assume k 2 1 and put a = al, cp = L,, . ..L.,. From Lemma 1.3, from the induction 
assumption and from Lemma 1.2 we obtain h[P+‘) = a . (p(g)lP+‘] = a . g[P+i+i] = 
a . (gb+i+ll)[il = ca . gb+j+~l)bl = g[p+i+i+ll. 
It remains to prove (v); let k > p and a,b E G. By (ii), bLk] belongs to Z, and 
therefore (ab)Lk] = a . bLk] = a[k]b[k]. 0 
Corollary 1.5. A left distributive groupoid G with a generator g and a defining re- 
lation gck+‘] = g is for any k > 1 isomorphic to Cycl(k). 
Proof. If g = glkfl], then g E Z = {g Lil; 1 < i < k}. Z is a subgroupoid of G and _ _ 
contains g, hence Z = G. 0 
Corollary 1.6. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid generated by g E G. L, is a permuta- 
tion ifs G N CycZ(JGI). 
Proof. g[P+‘l = g holds in G for some 1 < p 5 1 G(. 0 
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Corollary 1.7. Let G be an LD-groupoid generated by g E G. Then for every h E G 
there exists a binary term t and an integer k > 1 such that t(h) = gLk]. 
Corollary 1.8. Every idempotent element of a monogenerated LD-groupoid is a right 
zero. 
Proposition 1.9. Let G be an LD-groupoid generated by g E G. Then G contains at 
most one right zero. Let z be a right zero of G. Then there exists an integer p > 1 
such that z = gLk] = hKk] for all k > p and h E G. 
Proof. Define Z in the same way as in Lemma 1.4, and assume that z E G is a right 
zero. By Lemma 1.4, z is the only element of Z. 0 
We end this section by an easy observation of a more general nature. 
Lemma 1.10. Let H and K be two groupoids, and suppose that the intersection of 
all non-empty subgroupoids is not void in any of them. Denote these intersections Zn 
and Zk, respectively. Then: 
(i) cp(Z,) = Z, for any homomorphism cp : H -+ K. 
(ii) If U is a non-empty subgroupoid of H x K, then for any a E Zn there exists 
b E Zk with (a, 6) E U. 
2. Automorphisms and right constants 
In Proposition 2.4 we shall show that the intersection Z of all non-empty sub- 
groupoids has in every finite monogenerated LD-groupoid G, another important prop- 
erty: A left translation L,, a E G, can be a permutation only for a E Z. 
The proof of the fundamental Theorem 2.6 may then make use of the fact that the 
image of G by L, has an order smaller than G for every a out of Z. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be an LD-groupoid and let S = {a E G; L, is surjective}. Then 
S is a subgroupoid of G. 
Proof. Suppose that L, and Lb are smjective, a, b E G. For any c E G there exists 
d E G with L,Lb(d) = c, and thus c = a(bd) = (ab)(ad) = L&ad). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be an LD-groupoid generated by XC G. Then a left translation 
L,, a E G, is surjective ifs X G aG. 
Lemma 2.3. Right constants of an LD-groupoid G form a left ideal of G. 
Proof. If c E G is a right constant of G and a,b E G, then a(bc) = (ab)(ac) = 
(ab)(cc) = (ab . c)’ = (c’)~ = d3]. 0 
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Proposition 2.4. Let G be a jinite LD-groupoid generated by g E G, and let Z be 
the intersection of its non-empty subgroupoids. Suppose that there exists a E G such 
that L, is a permutation. Then a E Z, L, = Lb for all b E Z, and the equivalence 
given by orbits of L, is a congruence. If e, f E G belong to the same orbit of L,, 
then L, = Lf 
Proof. Let H C G be the subgroupoid generated by a. By Corollary 1.6, H is isomor- 
phic to CycZ(k), k = IHI. Z is non-empty by Proposition 1.4. As every element of 
Cycl(k) is its generator, Z equals H. 
TO show L, = Lb for all b E Z, it suffices to prove L,c~I = L, for every i > 1. Using 
induction, we have a. (ag) = a. (a[‘]g) = aLi+‘] . (as). L, is an automorphism, and thus 
ag generates G, and L, = L,[,-ll. 
Suppose now that e, f E G are in the same orbit of L,, and consider any c E G. 
Choose k > 1 so that Lt = ido. There exists an integer i, 0 < i < k, with L:(e) = f. 
By Proposition 1.4(iii), ca belongs to Z, and hence Lh(ce) = LL,(ce) = c . Lb(e) = 
cf. Put d = L:(c). Then fc = f . L:-‘(d) = L:.;‘(fd) = Lt-‘(Lb(e) . L:(c)) = 
L:(e). L:(c) = ec. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a finite monogenerated LD-groupoid. Then there exists at 
most one z E G with z a = a for all a E G. In such a case a . z = z holds for all 
a E G. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a finite monogenerated LD-groupoid with z E G and z. a = a 
for all a E G. Then G is isomorphic to Ak for some k > 0. 
Proof. Let G be a counterexample of the least order, say n. By Corollary 2.5, z is a 
right zero of G, and by Proposition 1.4 it belongs to every non-empty subgroupoid of 
G. If a E G and a # z, then L, is not a permutation by Proposition 2.4. The order of 
the subgroupoid aG is thus less than n, and hence aG is isomorphic to Ak, for some 
k, > 0 with 2kc1 < n. 
Define a homomorphism $ : G + nz+_o aG by $(h) = &aEG ah and let g be a 
generator of G. For every a E G, a # z, ag is the sole generator of aG [7]. Moreover, 
if a, b E G, a # z # b and k, > kb, then we can be define a surjective homomorphism 
mapping aG onto bG, and ag to bg [7]. The image of II/ is thus isomorphic to Ak, k 
being the maximum of k,, z # a E G. 
Let u E G be such that $(u) = $(g) and u # g. Denote by U the subgroupoid 
of G generated by u. By Lemma 1.1, there exists a composition 1 of left translations 
such that n(g) = u. We have i # ido, and hence U = i(G) can contain at most 2k 
elements. As Ii/(u) generates I//(G) ? & we see that ftk and u are isomorphic. Now, 
$(g) equals i+Qk+i]) and g = g[2’+11 would imply G 2 Ak. Hence, we can assume 
u = cq2’+11. 
Denote by cp (the unique) homomorphism of G onto Ak. We shall show that Ulil = 
g[2k+i] for every i in the interval 1 5 i < 2 k. For i = 1 this is just a definition 
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of U, assume 1 5 i < 2k and use induction. Then U[i+il = g[Zk+i]U by the induction 
hypothesis. Denote glzk+il as h and observe that q(h) = i yields h # z. Therefore, there 
exists a subjective homomorphism n : Ak + hG such that ~(1) = hg = rc(p(g). From 
Lh = ~cp we receive uli+i] = hu = rc(p(u) = rccp(g) = hg = g[zk+i+l]. This completes 
our induction, and u12kl = g12k+2kl = g12k+ll follows. But u12kl must equal z, as it is the 
right zero of U 2 Ak, and hence g12k+l+i1 = g12k+llg = z. g = g and G N Ak+l are true. 
Dehomoy [4] calls an element z of a groupoid G null, if zu = a and uz = z for 
all a E G. We have proved that every finite monogenerated LD-groupoid with a null 
element is isomorphic to A,,, for some n > 0. 
It will be assumed that an LD-groupoid G without a null element never contains 0. In 
such a case we extend the binary operation of G to Gc = GU{O}, setting a.0 = 0.0 = 0 
and 0 . a = a for every a E G [4]. In this way 0 becomes a null element, and the 
groupoid Go is still an LD-groupoid. If G contains a null element, put Go = G. Thus, 
we have Gsa = Gu U {u} for every LD-groupoid G and every a E G. 
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid generated by g E G. Zf g E Gg, then 
G cv A,, for some n > 0. 
Proof. If g = ug, then L, is an endomorphism mapping g to g, and hence L, = ido. 
0 
Corollary 2.8. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid generated by g E G, and assume that 
Gg contains all but one element of G, say a. Then g = u and Gag = G. 
In subsequent sections we shall give a complete description of finite LD-groupoids 
with Gsg = G, g a generator of G. One easily proves (7.1) that Gsg = G holds 
whenever G can be equipped with a binary operation o so that G( ., o) becomes an 
LD-algebra. 
Lemma 2.9. Let G be un LD-groupoid and let a, b E G be its right constants. Zf 
there exists c E G with {a, b} G Gc, then u2 = b2. 
Proof. Suppose that a = UC and b = DC. Then u2 = vu = v. UC = vu . UC = vu. b = b2. 
0 
Proposition 2.10. Let G be a$nite LD-groupoid with Gag = g for a generator g E G. 
Then G is either isomorphic to CycZ(2), or G contains a right zero, say z. In such a 
case c2 = z for every right constant c E G. 
Proof. If g is a right constant, then Gsg = {g,g2} and g2 is a constant by Lemma 2.3. 
In such a case G is either isomorphic to Cycl( l), or to CycZ(2), or g2 # g is a left and 
right zero. If g is not a right constant and a, b E G are right constants, then a2 = b2 
by {a, b} 2 Gg and Lemma 2.9. The rest follows from Proposition 1.4 (iii). 0 
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Lemma 2.11. Let G be an LD-groupoid with Gag = G for a generator g E G. Then 
End(G) = {L,; a E G} U {idc}. 
Proof. The identity maps g to g, and for every other a E G there exists b E G with 
a =Lb(g). 0 
Lemma 2.12. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid with Gag = G for a generator g E G. 
If c E G is a right constant, z E G a right zero, and ag = c for some a E G, then 
ab = z for all b E G with b # g. 
Proof. By induction over the depth of a binary term t, 
ab = (a . t(u)) . (a . t(u)), and by the hypothesis and the 
a t(u) and a. t(u) are equal to one of z and c. However, 
z for any e E G. 0 
3. Congruences pc and 4~ 
For any groupoid G define equivalences po and qo by 
(a,b) E PG @ La = Lb and (a, b) E qo H R, = Rb, 
b = t(g). If t = uu, then 
induction assumption, both 
by Proposition 2.10 e . c is 
If G satisfies the left distributive law, then qG = naEG kerL, is a congruence. On 
the other hand, there exist finite LD-groupoids G in which PG is not a congruence [9]. 
Note that PG need not be a congruence even when G is monogenerated: 
* 1 2 3 
V 
1 2 3 3 
2 3 3 3 
3 2 3 3 
The next proposition gives a sufficient condition for PG to be a congruence. 
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid and let g,a E G be such that g 
generates G, and L, is a permutation. Then pa is a congruence of G, and (b,c) E pa 
ifs b and c are in the same orbit of L,. 
Proof. Denote by q the equivalence given by orbits of L,. By Proposition 2.4 this is 
a congruence, and by Theorem 2.6, G/q N Ak for some k 2 0. If (b,c) E n, then 
(b,c) E po by Proposition 2.4. If (b,c) $ n, then b and c are mapped to different 
elements of Ak, and thus their left translations cannot coincide. 0 
For an LD-groupoid G and a subset S of G denote the congruence nhCS ker Lk by 
q(S) = qa(S). Thus q(G) = qo, q(8) = ido and q({h}) = kerL+, for every h E G. 
One can easily see that G/q(S) embeds into the product of hG, h E S. 
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Lemma 3.2. If G is an LD-groupoid and S a non-empty subset of G, then a I--+ 
flhES ha is a homomorphism of G to nhEs hG, and q(S) is the kernel of this homo- 
morphism. 
Note that the homomorphism above has been already used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.6, with S = G\(z). 
Lemma 3.3. Let % be such a class ofjnite monogenerated LD-groupoids that H E %? 
whenever H E G/q(S), G E V and SC G. Then for every G E % at least one of the 
following is true: 
(i) There exists a E G such that L, is a permutation. 
(ii) qo is not ido. 
(iii) There exist H E %?, K f V with generators h E H, k E K such that the order 
of both H and K is less than [Cl, and G is isomorphic to the subgroupoid of H x K 
generated by (h, k). 
Proof. Assume q(G) = idG, and choose non-empty S C G that is minimal with respect 
to q(S) = ido. If S contains just one element, say s, then L, is a permutation. If S can 
be decomposed into two non-empty disjoint sets, say U and V, then by Lemma 3.2 
we can put H = G/q(U) and K = G/q(V). 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let %? be such a class of jinite monogenerated LD-groupoids that H 
belongs to W whenever H N G/q(S) f or some G E V and S 2 G. Put %?o = {G E 97; 
L, is a permutation for some a E G}, and dejine Vi+1 = (G E W’; G/q(G) E g;}. 
For any H E %?o and K E +Zo consider a subgroupoid of H x K generated by 
(h, k), where h generates H and k generates K. Suppose that in all such cases this 
subgroupoid either does not belong to %‘, or it belongs to %‘o. Then %? = &+ Vi. _ 
Proof. Let G be a counterexample of the least possible order. Then qd = ido, and 
by Lemma 3.3 there exist h E H E %? and k E K E %? such that h generates H, k 
generates K, and G is isomorphic to the subgroupoid of H x K generated by (h, k). By 
Lemma 3.3 we can also assume IHI < ICI and IKI < IGI. Hence, {H,K} 2 Ui>,, Vi 
and as %?a 2 %t C . . holds, both H and K belong to %?j for some j > 0. Let IHli [Kl 
be the least possible. By our hypothesis j > 0. Assume K $! yt-1 and consider the 
natural homomorphism 7c : H x K + H x (K/qK). Then kerrc Gqnx~, and from 
qo = ido we obtain that the subgroupoid of H x (K/qK) generated by z((h, k)) is also 
isomorphic to G. However, this contradicts our choice of IHI + lKI. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a jinite monogenerated LD-groupoid. Then qo = idc ifs 
L, is a permutation for some a E G. 
Proof. Denote by %?a the class of all monogenerated LD-groupoids G with L, a permu- 
tation for some e E G. Let H E %?o and K E $70 be generated by h and k, respectively. 
Denote by U the subgroupoid of H x K generated by (h, k), and choose (a, b) E U as 
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in Lemma 1.10 (ii). Then Lca,b) is injective, hence a permutation, and so U belongs 
to Vo. The rest follows from Lemma 3.4. 0 
For an LD-groupoid G define its congruences q$, i 2 0 so that q$) = ido, and 
q$+l) is the inverse image of qH, H = G/9$). 
For every finite monogenerated LD-groupoid G define y(G) as the least integer y > 0 
such that there exists a E H = G/q$) with L, a permutation. This definition is correct 
by Proposition 3.5. By Proposition 3.1 H/pn is isomorphic to Ak for some k > 0, and 
we shall denote this k by a(G). 
Corollary 3.6. Let %? be such a class of$nite monogenerated LD-groupoids, that H E 
W whenever H N G or H rv G/go, G E V. Put %?o = {G E %?; L, is a permutation for 
some a EG). Then a finite monogenerated LD-groupoid G belongs to %? if and only 
if G/qgCG)) E Vo. 
Lemma 3.7. Let cp : G -+ H be a surj’ective homomorphism of LD-groupoids and 
716 : G + GjqG, 718 : H + H/qn be natural homomorphisms. Then there exists a 
surjective homomorphism II/ : G/go --f H/qn with $xo = zn(p. 
Proof. cp is surjective, and hence (a, b) E qo implies ((cp(a),cp(b)) E qn for any 
a,bEG. 0 
Proposition 3.8. Let G be a jinite monogenerated LD-groupoid. Then a(G) equals 
to the maximum of {k > 0; there exists a surjective homomorphism cp : G + Ak}. 
Proof. Setting H = Ak, one gets from Lemma 3.7 that the proposition is true for G 
if it is true for G/go. If qo = ido, then the result follows from Propositions 3.5, 3.1 
and Theorem 2.6. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let G be a jinite monogenerated LD-groupoid and let a E G be con- 
tained in all non-empty subgroupoids of G. Then cr(aG) = LX(G). 
Proof. As aG is a surjective image of G, a(aG) < E(G) by Proposition 3.8. If cp : 
G + Ak, k 2 0, is surjective, then q(a) = 2k, and hence cp(ab) = 2k *k cp(b) = cp(b) 
for any b E G. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let cp : G --t H be a surjective homomorphism of jinite monogenerated 
LD-groupoids. Then a(H) 5 CC(G) and y(H) < y(G). 
Proof. Combine Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.8. q 
Proposition 3.11. Let G be a jinite monogenerated LD-groupoid, k = a(G) and y = 
y(G). Let a E G be contained in all non-empty subgroupoids of G, and put H = 
L:(G). Then a is in H, La,n permutes H and or(H) = E(G). 
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Proof. As G/qc homomorphically maps onto aG, one obtains the result from 
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10, by an induction over y(G). 0 
4. Groupoids that are most close to Ak 
For every k 2 1 we are going to define groupoids Ai and Ai, both upon the set 
{1,2,..., 2k + 1). These groupoids are nearly identical - their multiplication tables differ 
onlyat(2k,2k+1).Wehave2k*(2k+1)=1inA~and2k*(2k+1)=2k+1in 
Ai. The rest is defined by 2k * 1 = 2k + 1 and i *j = z(i) *k x(j) in all other cases, rt 
being the projection modulo 2k. 
Lemma 4.1. For any integer k 2 1: 
(i) rr is a homomorphism of both Al and Ai upon Ak. 
(ii) Both Ai and Ai are LD-groupoids generated by 1, 2k is their right zero and 
PA; = PA 11 = qA;’ = ker 71. 
(iii) L,: is an automorphism of AL, and 1 and 2k + 1 are the only generators of AL. 
Proof. (i) is immediate from the definition. Let us prove that AL and Ai are left 
distributive. As { 1,2k+ 1) is the only non-trivial block of ker n, the identity a*(b*c) = 
(a * b) * (a * c) needs to be verified only when one of its sides equals 1. For A’/ this 
never occurs, so let us consider A;. Then a*(b*c) equals 1 iff a = 2k and b*c = 2k+l. 
This is true just for a = 2k = b and c = 1. On the other hand, (a * b) * (a * c) equals 
1 iff a * b = 2k, and a * c = 2k + 1, implying a = 2k = b and c = 1 also in this case. 
By Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 1.1, the left translation Lzk generates the (2-element) 
automorphism group of AL. Everything else comes directly from the definition. 17 
Lemma 4.2. Let n > m > 1 be integers, let H be either A,, or Ah, and let K be either 
A,,, or AL. If n = m, assume H = Ah and K = A,,. Denote by G the subgroupoid of 
H x K generated by g = (1,l). 
(i) If K is A,,,, then G is isomorphic to H. 
(ii) If K is Aa, then Gag is a proper subset of G. 
Proof. (i) Denote by 7~~ the projection modulo 2”‘. The mapping n, : H + K is a 
homomorphism, and hence i H (i,x,(i)) is an isomorphism of H and G. 
(ii) In this case one has n > m. g[;] belongs to G for every i 2 1, and (2”, 2m) . 
(2m + 1,2m + 1) = (2m *n (2m + l), 1). Then a = 2m *n (2m + 1) = 2m + 1 mod 2m+1, 
and so a # 1. Now, in AL one cannot express 1 as b *,,, 1, and hence (a, 1) cannot be 
in Gsg. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a jnite LD-groupoid generated by g E G and satisfying GOg = 
G. If L, is a permutation for some a E G, then G is either isomorphic to Cycl(2) or 
Cycl( l), or there exists k 2 1 such that either G ? Ak or G P AL. 
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Proof. If L, equals ido, then Theorem 2.6 applies. Thus, by Propositions 2.10 and 
2.4, one can assume that z = a is a right zero and L, # ido. By Proposition 3.1, 
p = pG is a congruence and G/p is isomorphic to Ak for some k > 1. Denote by n 
a homomorphism of G onto Ak, p = kern. If (b,c) E p, then bg = cg. Therefore, p 
has just one non-trivial block. As g 6 Gg, this block must contain g, and thus it must 
be equal to {g,z . g}. Because L, is a permutation, z . (z . g) has to equal g. Identifying 
g with 1, z . g with 2k + 1, and all other b E G with n(b), one obtains G = AL. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Let cp : G + H be a surjective homomorphism of LD-groupoids. Let G 
be generated by g E G and let h E H be equal to cp(g). Suppose that Gag = G and 
h +! Hh. Then g = a for every a E G with cp(a) = h. 
Proof. Assume cp(a) = h and a # g. Then a = bg for some b E G, and thus h = cp(b)h, 
a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let cp : G 4 Ai, k > 1, be a surjective homomorphism of finite LD- 
groupoids. Suppose that g generates G and that Gag = G. Then cp is an isomorphism. 
Proof. As L2a permutes in AL the generators 1 and 2k + 1, one can assume rp(g) = 1. 
By Proposition 2.10, G contains a right zero, say z. Then q(z) = 2k and we have 
cp(z(zg)) = 2k * (2k + 1) = 1 = cp(g). By Lemma 4.4, z(zg) equals g and L, is a 
permutation by 2.2. By Lemma 4.3, G is isomorphic to AL for some r > k. If r > k, 
then Lemma 4.4 implies 2k *,. (2k + 1) = 1, a contradiction. 0 
The groupoids A: have been defined for k > 1. By A: denote the groupoid on { 1,2} 
with i * j = 2 for all i, j E { 1,2}. The next lemma justifies this notation. 
Lemma 4.6. Let G be an LD-groupoid generated by g E G. Zf Gag = G, g 6 Gg and 
G/qG N Ak for some k > 0, then G P A: or G N Cycl(2). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.10, G can be assumed to contain a right zero, say z. Denote 
g12k+11 by h, clearly h # g and (h,g) E qG. Thus, ag = ah for every a E G. As 
(g12k1,z) E go, g12kl must be a right constant. If k = 0, then g = gL2kl and gg = z # g. 
In such a case G N A{ takes place, and we can assume k > 1. By Lemma 2.12, 
g[2k_ll . g = g12kl implies g[2k_lla = z for all a E G, a # g. As g,2k_l,h = g[2k_l]g = 
g12k1, we see that g12kl equals z. We shall now show that zu = a for all a E G, a # g. 
Let a = u(g) . v(g) for binary terms u, v. Employing induction over the depth of uv, 
we distinguish four different situations: 
(a) u(g) # g # v(g). Then z. a = (z . u(g)). (z . v(g)) = u(g). v(g) = a, by the 
induction assumption. 
(b) u(g) = g # v(g). Then v = vIv2, the depth of both ui = xvi and u2 = xv2 is less 
than the depth of uv, and u,(g) # g # u2(g) by Corollary 1.6 and Lemma 2.2. Hence, 
z .a =z. ((9. w(g)). (9. (vz(g)))) = ( z. w(g)) .(z. 112(g)) = w(g).u2(g) = a. 
(c) u(g)# g = v(g). Then z .a = (z.u(g)). h =(z .u(g)).g = u(g).g = a. 
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(d) u(g) = g = v(g). Then a = g2 and z. g2 = (g .z). (9. g) = g. h = g2. 
Asg,2k+2]=h.g=h.h=(zg).(zg)=z.g2=g2,weseethath.a=g.aforevery 
a E G. Recall that also a . h = a . g for all a E G. As hli] = g[il for all i > 2, the set 
A = {Sri]; 1 < i} = {g[i]; 1 5 i 5 2k + 1) coincides with {hIi,; 1 2 i 5 2k} U (9). 
While h 12k+rl = z. h = h, h generates a subgroupoid isomorphic to Ak. A = G follows 
and gIi]g[jl = g[i*kil holds for all 1 5 i, j 5 2k with (i, j) # (2k, 1). We have proved 
that the mapping i - g[i] is an isomorphism of A[ and G. 0 
5. A construction of LD-groupoids 
Consider a set S, an integer k 2 0 and mappings cp : S + S, 71 : S Ak and 
CJ : Ak -+ S such that 
w(i) = i for every i E Ak and 
rr(p(u) = rc(u) + 1 mod 2k for every a E S. 
For g E S with 
(1) 
(2) 
9 4 V(S), 9 4 46) and n(g) = 1 
define a binary operation on S by 
(3) 
a . g = q(u) for every a E S and 
a. b = 0(7-c(u) *k x(b)) for all u, b E S, b # g. 
The groupoid S(.) will be denoted A(cp, TC, CT, g). 
Lemma 5.1. 
(i) rr : A(cp, T-C, cs, g) ---f Ak is a surjective homomorphism. 
(ii) A(cp, IT, CT, g) is a left distributive groupoid. 
(iii) c E S, c # g is a right constant of A(cp, n, o,g) ifs n(c) = 2k. Moreover, g is 
a right constant of A(p, rc, 6, g) $f k = 0 and q is a constant mapping. 
(iv) If c E S is a right constant of A(cp, x, CT, g), then c. b = ax(b) for every b E S, 
b # 9. 
(v) CT : Ak + A(q, TT, rs, g) is an injective homomorphism. 
Proof. (i) By (2) and (3), x(q) = ~~(cp(u)) = x(u)*k 1 = Z(U)*k rc(g) for any a E G. 
If a, b E G and b # g, then $ab) = TUJ(TC(U) *k x(b)) = z(a) *k z(b) by (1). 
(ii) By (3), g is not in S.S, and hence every h E S.(S.S) belongs to a(Ak). Thus for 
any a, b E G there exist i, j E Ak with u(bc) = a(i) and (ub)(uc) = a(j). Consequently, 
u(bc) = a(i) = ona = ox(u(bc)) = ax((ab)(ac)) = ano( j) = (ub)(uc). 
(iii) and (iv) follow from the definition above and from the fact that 2k is the only 
right constant of Ak. 
(v) o(i). a(j) = a(xa(i) *k w(j)) = a(i *kj) for any i, j E Ak. 0 
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Lemma 5.2. A(cp, rc,a,g) is a monogenerated groupoid 18 
(4) 
is true. In such a case g is the only generator of A(cp, TC, CT, g). 
Proof. Any subset of S that is closed under cp and contains CJ(A~) is clearly a sub- 
groupoid of A(cp, T-C, a g). Hence, it is enough to prove that condition (4) is sufficient 
for S(.) to be monogenerated. As g @ S . S, no other element of S is eligible to be a 
generator. Let (4) be satisfied and denote by H the subgroupoid generated by g. Then 
g12kl . g[2k+ll = a(l), and by Lemma 5.1(v), H contains a(Ak). Now, cp = R,, and thus 
for every i 2 1 and any h E B(A~) U {g} the element q’(h) belongs to H. Hence, H 
equals S. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let w be a left distributive operation on S such that aeg = &a) for 
every a E S, and c.b = ax(b) holds whenever n(c) = 2k and b # g. Zf g generates 
S(a), then . coincides with the binary operation of A(cp, TC, CT, g). 
Proof. Put H = &, cp’(o(Ak)U{g}), by Lemma 5.2 it s&ices to show a.b = a.b for 
all a, b E H. We shall proceed by a double induction on a and b. The outer induction 
runs downwards with respect to n(a). The case z(a) = 2k is covered by our hypothesis, 
and so we assume n(a) < 2k. The inner induction is divided into three steps. First 
prove a.cp’(g) = a.cp’(g), i 2 0. The case i = 0 is assumed to be true, and a.@+‘(g) = 
a*(cp’(g)*g) = (a*cp’(g))*(a*g) = (a. cp’(g)h(a~ .4) = (a. cp’(g)). (a. 9) = a. cp’+‘(s> 
by x(a . q’(g)) > x(a) [7], and the outer induction hypothesis. For the second step 
put c = gI2kl = (p2’-‘(g) and note that a.o(j *k 1) = a.(c&(g)) = (a.c).(a.d(g)) = 
(a. c).(a . g(g)) = (a . c) . (a . (B(g)) = a . o(j *k 1 ), for any j E Ak. The argument 
for the third step is the same as for the first one, with $(0(j)) in place of q’(g). 0 
Lemma 5.4. Put A = A(cp, TC, o, g) and suppose that AOg = A. Zf (g, h) E qA for some 
h E S, h # g, then A N A’/. Otherwise A/qA N Ai, IAl > 2k + 1, and the congruence 
qA is given by 
(a,b)EqA@ eithera=g=b, ora#g#bandz(a)=x(b). 
Proof. Ag = S\(g), while Ah, by the definition of A, contains for each h E S, h # g 
at most 2k elements. Thus, (g,h) E qA, h # g, implies ISI = 2k + 1 and rc(h) = 1. 
Now, gpk,A has exactly 2k elements, and so {g, h} is the only block of gA with more 
than 1 element. As S\(g) equals to the range of (T, we see that A/@ is isomorphic to 
Ak, and so A N A: by Lemma 4.6. 
Now we can assume that {g} is a block of gA. Then S contains at least 2k + 2 
elements. By Proposition 2.10, A contains a right zero, say z. By the definition of A, 
x(z) equals 2k. If (a, b) E q/1 and a # g # b, then an(a) = z. a = z b = ox(b), and 
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so (a, b) E ker rc. On the other hand, if (a, b) E ker rr and a # g # b, then (a, b) E qA, 
by the definition of A. 
Define $ : A(.) --) A:(*) by t&g) = 1 and $(a) = 2k * rc(u), a E S and a # g. 
Then ker II/ = qA, and in order to finish the proof it suffices to show that $ is a 
homomorphism. We have $(ug) = 2k * (rc(u) *k 1) = 2k * (rc(u) * 1) = (2k * rc(u)) * 1 = 
$(u)*+(g) for any a E S. Furthermore, $(ub) = 2k*(n(u)*kx(b)) = 2k*(7c(a)*n(b)) = 
(zk * x(u)) * (2k * n(b)) = $(a) * $(b) for any u,b E S and b # g. 0 
Remark 5.5. By Lemma 5.2, our construction provides an infinite set of pairwise non- 
isomorphic monogenerated LD-groupoids G such that G = {g]i]; i > l}, g a generator 
of G. 
6. Limits for lifting 
Lemma 6.1. Let G be a jinite LD-groupoid such that Gag = G for a generator g 
with g $ G . G. Let z E G be a right zero and let 71 : G + Ak, k = E(G) be a 
surjective homomorphism. Suppose that cb = zb for any b,c E G with x(c) = 2k and 
b # g. Put cp = R, and o(i) = z(zg[i)), i E Ak. Then G = A(cp, 71, o,g). 
Proof. Assume first that zg = zu for some a # g. Then a = bg for some b E G, 
n(b) = 2k = n(z . zb), and so zg = z . bg = zb . zg = (zb . z) . (zb . g) = z . (zb . g) = 
(z . zb) . zg = z(zg). As zg generates zG, we see that L, is identical on zG, and 
Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 3.9 provide zG 21 Ak. Thus, 
zb = zc H x(b) = x(c) whenever b, c E G and b # g # c ct> 
is true, if zg = zu for some a # g. 
We shall show that (t) is true also when zg # zu for all a E G, a # g. Let G 
be a counterexample of the least order. Then zG has at least 2k + 1 elements, and by 
Lemmas 3.9, 4.3 and 4.5 it satisfies the hypothesis of our lemma. (i) is thus true for 
zG, and we have z(zu) = z(zb) iff n(u) = n(b), for any a, b E G with zu # zg # zb. 
By our assumption zu # zg # zb is equivalent to a # g # b. Assume z(zu) = z(zb) 
and a # g # b. Then a and b can be written as dg and eg, respectively. We have 
z . dg = zd . zg = z . (zd . g) = ( z . zd) . zg = z . ((z . zd) . g) = (z . (z . zd)) . zg. 
Now, zd # g # ze, x(zd) = x(ze), and so z . (z . zd) = z . (z . ze), providing that 
za = z . dg = z . eg = zb. 
Put U = z . (G\(g)). If zg = zg, g # a, then g12k+1] # g and z . gp+l] = zg. 
Therefore, 0 : Ak + U is an isomorphism in any of the both cases. 
If b E G and b # g, then o(x(b)) = zb, as X(Z(Zg[,(b)])) = n(b). The rest follows,’ 
from Lemma 5.3. 0 
Lemma 6.2. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid with Gag = G for a generator g. If z is 
the right zero of G and c is its right constant, then zu = cu for all a E G . G. 
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Proof. c . bd = cb cd = z . (cb . d) = ( z . cb) . zd = (zc . zb) . zd = (zz . zb) . zd = 
z.(zb.d) = (zb.z).(zb.d) =zb.zd =z.bd for any b,d E G. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let G be a jinite LD-groupoid with Gag = G for a generator g, and 
denote by II/ the natural projection G + G/qa. Let z be the right zero of G and let 
$(c), c E G, be a right constant in G/qo. Then ca = za for every a E G. G. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.10, Il/(ac) equals $(z) for every a E G. Thus, ac is a right 
constant in G for all a E G. By Lemma 6.2, c. bd = cb . cd = (cb . c) . (cb . d) = 
z . (cb . d) = (zc . zb) . (zd) = (zz . zb) . (zd) = z . bd holds for any b, d E G. 0 
Remark 6.4. Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 are in fact valid in a rather more general setting. 
If one assumes that c2 = z for any right constant c E G (and similarly for G/qo), then 
the same proofs can be used. 
Theorem 6.5. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid such that Gag = G for a generator 
g E G. Put k = U(G) and y = y(G). If y = 0, then G 2~ Ak and k > 0, or G 2 AL and 
k > 1. Zf y = 1, then G = Ai, k 2 0, or G = CycZ(2). Zf y > 2, then y equals 2, G 
has at least 2k + 2 elements, and there exist a surjective homomorphism 71 : G + Ak 
and an injective homomorphism o : Ak + G such that G = A(R,, n, a, g). 
Proof. Denote by rc a homomorphism of G onto Ak such that kern = q$‘. (In fact, 
only one such homomorphism exists.) For y I 1 use Lemmas 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6. Assume 
y = 2. Then G/qa is isomorphic to Ai and there exists a surjective homomorphism 
II/ : G + A’k’ with qo = ker $. An element c E G is a right constant w $(c) = 2k % 
n(c) = 2k. By Lemma 6.2 we can use Lemma 6.1. If y = 3, then Lemma 6.1 applies 
by Lemma 6.3 again. But then y = 2 by Lemma 5.4, and the proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 6.6. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid generated by g E G and let Gag = G. 
Then there exists a right constant c E G such that cg either generates G, or c.(cg) = 
cg. Moreover, tf a, b E G, a # g # b and ca = cb, then (a, b) E qo and ae = be for 
all e E G, e # g. 
Remark 6.7. Sesbotit studied [ 15, 141 finite LD-groupoids G with G = {glil; i 2 1) 
for some g E G. He conjectured that they can be produced from Ak, k > 0, by iterative 
applications of three combinatorial operators. Corollary 6.6 supplies the missing piece 
of his argument. 
Proposition 6.8. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid generated by g E G. Zf Ga = G U {b} 
for some a, b E G, then Gag = G. 
Proof. If d,e E G are such that dg = eg, then da = ea. Thus, it suffices to use 
Corollary 2.8. 0 
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7. Left distributive algebras 
Lemma 7.1. Let G be a finite LD-groupoid generated by g E G. Suppose that one 
can define a binary operation o in such a way that G(.,o) becomes an LD-algebra. 
Then G9g = G and G contains a right zero, say z. Moreover, za = z(za) for any 
a E G, and the subgroupoid zG is isomorphic to Aa( 
Proof. Let b = cg for some b,c E G. Then ab = (a o c)g for any a E A. Hence, 
Gag = G by an induction over the depth of binary terms. By Proposition 2.10, G 
is either isomorphic to CycZ(Z), or it contains a right zero. If G = Cycl(2), then 
2=(lol)*l=1*(1*1)=1*2=1,acontradiction. 
Now, (zoz).(zoz) = ((zoz)~z)o((zoz)~z) =zoz gives zoz =z by Corollary 1.8 
and Proposition 1.9. Hence, z(za) = (z o z)a = za for any a E G. Thus, L, is identical 
on zG, and Theorem 2.6 applies. q 
Lemma 7.2. Consider a binary set S, an element g ES, an integer k 2 0 and mappings 
q : S -+ S, x : S --) Ak and o : Ak -+ S such that (l)-(4) are satisjed and 
&o(i)) = O(i *k 1) for any i E Ak (5) 
holds as well. Define an algebra P(cp,qa,g) = S(.,o) in such a way that S(.) = 
A(cp,n,a,g) and a o b = a(n(a) ok n(b)) f or any a, b E S. Then P(cp, rc, a, g) is an 
LD-algebra. 
Proof. By the definition, rc : P(cp, n, a, g) + Pk and a : Pk + P( cp, Z, a, g) are ho- 
momorphisms. As a o b falls into o(Pk) for any a, b E S, and a . b is in a&) for 
all a,b E S, b # g, we see that aob = (a.b)oa, ao(boc) = (aob)oc and 
a . (b o c) = (a . b) o (a . c) always hold. Furthermore, (a o b) . c = a . (b . c) holds for 
c # g by the same argument. If a o b = a(i), then (a o b) . g = cp(a(i)) = a(i *k 1) = 
arc((a o b) . g) = arr(a . (b . g)) = an(a). an(b. g) = an(a). (b . g) = a. (b . g). 0 
Theorem 7.3. Let G = G(., 0) be a finite left distributive algebra. Zf G(.) has only 
one generator, say g, then G9g = G, and for some k > 0 either G N Pk, or there 
exist homomorphisms 71 : G(.) + & a : Ak + G(.) such that G = P(R,, II, a, g), and 
(l)-(5) are satisfied. 
Proof. If G(.) ? Ak, then there is only one way how o can be defined if G(.,o) is 
to be an LD-algebra [4, 61. Assume G(.) is not isomorphic to Ak. By Lemma 7.1, 
Gcg = G and hence Theorem 6.5 applies. By Lemma 7.1, G(.) has a right zero, say 
z, and zG N Ak. Thus, G(+) can be obtained by the construction from Section 5 and 
any element of the form a. (bc) belongs to z(zG) = zG. Let a, b E G be arbitrary. As 
z(a o b) = (za) o (zb), we see that zG is closed under 0. Hence, there is only one way 
how o can be defined on zG. Using repeatedly the identity aob = (a* b)oa (cf. Laver’s 
notion of finite iterates [ll]) one obtains aob = (((ab).(ab.a)).(ab.a))o(ab(aba)), 
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and so a o b E zG. Therefore, a o b = z(u o b) = (za) o (zb), and thus o, if it exists, is 
determined uniquely. As (a o b) g = a . (b . g), we see that (zu)g = ((zz) o (zu))g = 
(z o u)g = z(ug) for any a E G. This is equivalent to the condition (5). 0 
Remark 7.4. If G = A(cp, rr, CJ, g) is monogenerated with a(G) = k, and cp is con- 
sidered as an undirected graph, cp can have 1 to 2k + 1 components. However, if (5) 
holds, then there can be two components at most. The groupoids with G = {gIi]; 
i > 1) (cf: [15, 141) are those with one component and at most one element of degree 
one. 
The construction introduced in Section 5 produces finite monogenerated LD-groupoids 
G with y(G) 5 2. However, such a restriction does not hold in the general case. For 
every II 2 2 define upon {1,2,..., n} an LD-groupoid Acycl(n) in such a way that 
u*b=b+l iflFu<n andl<b<n, and 
a * n = n for every a, 1 5 a < n. - 
One can see immediately that {n - 1, n} is the only non-trivial block of the q congru- 
ence, and so we obtain y(dcycl(n)) = n - 1 for every n > 2. 
However, it is not clear (at least to the author) whether there exists an infinite 
monogenerated LD-groupoid G such that yc (j) is non-trivial for every j 2 0. 
The groupoids that were described in Sections 4-7 are far both from CycZ(n) and 
AcycZ(n). One can expect that a complete description of finite LD-groupoids with one 
generator will have to pay more attention to groupoids close to them. (This has been 
recently confirmed and the classification of finite monogenerated LD-groupoids has 
been completed [ 171.) 
The author thanks to Andre SesboiiC for sending him a preliminary version of his 
thesis, and to Tom66 Kepka for discussing his earlier results. Patrick Dehornoy pa- 
tiently listened to an exposition of the first version of this paper and suggested some 
improvements. 
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